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The benefits of giving in retirement and the impact on the greater Rochester community was 

discussed Monday on News 8 at Noon. 

Susan Acker, First Vice President at Merrill Lynch Wealth Management, and Jennifer Leonard, 

the President and CEO of the Rochester Area Community Foundation, shared their expertise on 

the subject. 

Acker said Merrill Lynch research showed Baby Boomers want to share their generosity in terms 

of money as well as time and talent.  Data from the research indicates $8 trillion will be donated 

over the next 20 years.  Of that sum, $6.6 trillion will be donated in dollars, $1.4 trillion in 

volunteer hours. 

Leonard said those findings align closely with what the Community Foundation is seeing 

locally.  She said Rochester is a great place for volunteering and that volunteers are more likely 

to give.  Statistically, Rochester is third highest in the top 51 metropolitan areas in terms of 

volunteering in a year, some 20,000 people, and Boomers constitute a large portion of that 

number.  Leonard added that in the 20 years which began in 2010 our nine county region will see 

an inter-generational transfer of wealth of about $33 billion and that a proportion of that will 

come to charity. 

When it comes to volunteering, Leonard said Boomer don't want to just stuff envelopes.  They 

want to utilize the skills they've developed in the workplace to organize and direct volunteer 

initiatives. 

For those near or at retirement, Acker said you need to define the "what" and "how" of your next 

step.  The "what" addresses what you want to give and where you want it directed, such as to 

family or charity.  A financial advisor can help prepare and implement a giving strategy.  Once 

you've done that, Acker noted you can turn to Leonard and the Community Foundation to assist 

with the "how" component.  That includes selecting the appropriate non profits to meet your 

personal vision. 
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